
 
 
 

Mathematics  
MAT Subject Identification Criteria  

 
 
Characteristics of a more-able pupil in Mathematics    
 

 Rapid memorization of mathematical processes underpinned by understanding of concepts. 

 Recognise patterns easily 

 Take delight in mathematics and use it in other areas of the curriculum e.g. story-telling 

 Enthusiastic about solving mathematical problems and number based puzzles 

 Have a very good grasp of number and are able to use and manipulate number both mentally and 
with written methods 

 Learn and understand mathematical ideas quickly 

 Work systematically and accurately both individually and collaboratively 

 Make connections between the concepts they have learned  

 They are likely to show curiosity about the subject beyond the scope of the curriculum 

 Show logical reasoning skills and make logical jumps that may have been unexpected 

 Can communicate their reasoning and justify their methods 

 Show resilience and courage with difficult tasks and maintain concentration for longer periods – 
they want to get to the answer even if the class has moved on or finished  

 Accurate and confident use of mathematical symbols and algebraic logic  

 Pose their own questions out of curiosity and follow up by looking for their own answers 

 Have very good problem solving skills. Can apply their knowledge and resourcefulness to new or 
unfamiliar contexts; are able to think creatively and “out of the box” to solve problems 

 

 

Parents can support a more-able Senior pupil in Mathematics by encouraging them to: 
 

 Watch the film Hidden Figures (PG) about the life of Mathematician Katherine Johnson and her 
contribution to the US space race. Available at https://www.imdb.com/title/tt4846340/  

 Watch a Numberphile video on YouTube on a topic of interest. Available at  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoxcjq-8xIDTYp3uz647V5A  

 Attempt problems from the intermediate/senior page on the UK Mathematics Challenge website. 
https://www.ukmt.org.uk/competitions/solo/intermediate-mathematical-challenge-online and 
https://www.ukmt.org.uk/competitions/solo/senior-mathematical-challenge-online 

 Explore some of the problems on the nrich website. Available at https://nrich.maths.org/  

 Watch a Royal Institute Christmas lecture that takes your interest.  
https://www.rigb.org/christmas-lectures  
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 Listen to episodes from the ‘Maths Mutation’ podcast. Available at 
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/math-mutation/id214825230?mt=2  

 Listen to episodes from the ‘More or Less: Behind the stats’ podcast. Available at           
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/more-or-less-behind-the-stats/id267300884?mt=2  

 

 
Parents can support a more-able Senior-Prep pupil in Mathematics by encouraging them to: 
 

 Read a book from the ‘Murderous Maths’ series. Available on Amazon or other leading retailers. 

 Watch a Numberphile video on youtube on a topic of interest. Available at  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoxcjq-8xIDTYp3uz647V5A  

 Attempt problems from the Junior page on the UK Mathematics Challenge website 
https://www.ukmt.org.uk/competitions/solo/junior-mathematical-challenge-paper 

 Explore some of the problems on the nrich website. Available at https://nrich.maths.org/  

 Watch a Royal Institute Christmas lecture that takes your interest. Available at 
https://www.rigb.org/christmas-lectures  

 

 

Parents can support a more-able Junior-Prep pupil in Mathematics by encouraging them to: 
 

 Watch the tales of Sir Cumference on YouTube. Available at 
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=sir+cumference  

 Watch Donald Duck in Mathemagic land. Available at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BqnN72OlqA&t=553s  
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